The 2019 BRRC Halloween Eve Fun!
On a damp and dreary night, a horde of about a Hundred rambled at this year’s event. If you were
there, you enjoyed basking in our neighbors looks of disturbed curiosity as we shared our tales of
running in costume just for fun, and, maybe some pizza and beer!
A special thanks to our newest member Craig Phillips for leading us to our first stop, THE ZEN GARDEN!
Craig is the creator of The Zen Garden and what follows is the ongoing record of this fantastic work in
progress! Peace indeed!
“Beauty of whatever kind, in its supreme development, invariably excites the sensitive soul to tears.” –
Edgar Allan Poe

There is a remote spot in Baltimore’s Druid Hill Park officially known as the “Zen Garden.” When I found it, there was
nothing Zen about it. The area was overgrown with picker-bushes. But it had a lovely bench where I could sit and
meditate undisturbed. The area had been a dumping ground for building materials, and oddly, 20 + grave stones. There
were piles of stones of all sizes strewn around. Some lay in a semicircle around a cylindrical chunk of concrete.
One day I looked at the mess and had an inspiration, which hasn’t stopped for over three years (at time of writing).
“Give me a lever and I shall move the world.” Using an iron bar, bricks for fulcrums, and great patience, I’ve moved
1000s of stones, some weighing as much as 1000#. The round concrete structure below became the center for my
labyrinth. I found these two pylons deep in the woods. This photo was after removal a ton of picker-bushes.

Below, a picture from 2017, with the first 400 bulbs I planted. I’ve planted another 1000 bulbs since.
Bolting this 3-panel oak image of The Buddha (on the tree to the right) was my very first effort.
And then I built the labyrinth

I love the way it has weathered over time. Note the moth at the eye of The Buddha.

Deer’s eye view

A winter shot of one of 3 paths to the space

Looking back at entrance: footprints come into the labyrinth of life. Left: A Tibetan eternal knot. Right: An “enso” Zen
circle of life/symbol of enlightenment. I made them in a pottery class. This obviously is not a true “ZEN” garden.
I used what materials I had, making order out of mess.

The headstones became a dilemma for me. If they were “real” (from an actual grave-site) I should respectfully keep
them face up, even though I knew they disturbed people. But if they were mistakes, I felt free to flip them over (with
some effort!) Most of them were Jewish, so I launched a major research project with the help of the Jewish Museum of
Baltimore in which we confirmed they were indeed engraving mistakes like a wrong middle initial. I flipped them over
and incorporated one into my “labyrinth of impermanence.” Then I set of another pair of footprints to the grave, not
too subtly symbolic, lol. Recently I moved one footprint to the other side of the stone……

Next, I mounted Tibetan prayer wheel (I had one laying around the house) to a post and made up a brass plaque
explaining what it was, with the suggestion to spin it and walk, leaving one’s troubles behind. “This too shall pass.”

I also like to build cairns along a trail behind this area. People knock them down; I build them again. It’s OK. It’s about
impermanence. In no Andy Goldsworthy, but here are 2 iterations of one spot I play with.

Some of my regular visitors. What a delight it is when this bunch of munchkins + half a dozen more come to play!

One day I found a grave stone half buried that said “Our Beloved.” That inspired me to add a statue of the Buddha.
When I got it on top of the other stone, I realized it said “Our Beloved SON.” Well that wouldn’t work! So, I chiseled off
SON and obfuscated the work. Since I added The Buddha people bring gifts of all sorts!

Visitors have enjoyed adorning the Buddha.

I keep a book and a pen in a cubby hole the bench. 3 years and 5 books later, there are hundreds of submissions like
these. I can hardly read some of them with out tears. They provide more motivation.

Part 2:
There was a time, after I had finished the labyrinth, when I decided I was D-O-N-E! But then I couldn’t meditate looking
at this other mess! Below is a picture of what I call the “center island.” I cleared it and got the inspiration to build a
yoga deck. (And now I know/hope to keep working on it until my body is done!)

I cleared it and made a stone perimeter

I meet beautiful people here constantly now, and made friends with some guys that do “Systema” (a Russian martial art
form) here, and with a young Japanese-American couple, to whom I explain Buddhism when they visited (which just
seems kinda funny). It’s become a destination for bicycling groups; and on and on. I meet such wonderful people here!
The only “negative” now I can’t meditate here as much cuz I’m too busy being a docent! LOL.

Sue (my better ½) had some lovely Armenian tiles laying around which she happily donated.
On the right - my first attempt at etching on concrete pointing the way.

I placed another marker at the end of the road. Previously very few people ever bothered to walk up.

Buried treasure! I was poking around, and found this monolith (below) and another a larger one, 99% buried.
Being a Type-A in recovery, when I started this project, I sent myself to Urgent-Care twice for my back and once when I
blew out a tendon in my wrist. But one day that all changed. I started to do the work in “samu” working meditation. I
learned to move much larger rocks than these pictured, w/o injury. I’ll move a rock a few inches and walk away. I sit
and look at it w/o thought, over and over again with infinite patience. In a way, (not going all woo on you here) I ask the
rock how it wants to be moved. And it accommodates me. Thanks to my garden, hospice work, and meditation, I am
literally no longer a Type- A.

I built an entrance using the two stanchions I dug up.

A neighbor convinced me that no garden was complete w/o a gnome. I was against it until….
I call them Omming gnomes! This one sits lotus with a little cairn, a magic mushroom, and under his home are the legs of
the wicked witch of the east! Kids love these. They do get stolen and replaced, and stolen and replaced. It’s OK.

Looking for something more to do, I took all the stones I around the exterior of the labyrinth and turned them into a
proper wall. I had no idea what I was doing and it took very a long time. I wish it had taken longer. A neighbor came up
and said, “I have something that will make your job much easier.” “No thank you.” I replied. Baffled, he exclaimed, “You
don’t even know what I was going to offer!” “Yes, that’s true. No thank you.” During the reassembling work I put up a
sign crediting the Shiva Company, “Specializing in destruction and construction.” I couldn’t have more fun!

A community association contacted me and asked me to ask them for $ to continue my work! How wonderful!
Mind you, all of this work is w/o the Park’s permission. They gave me $1250. I blew through that and then some. I
contracted with a non-profit nursery and they brought volunteers! I’ve personally spent over $4K to date on my “divine
obsession” and have got to stop sometime. But the rewards are priceless.

Oh, there’s also a bat box now, and a “pollinators’ hotel”, a cabinet with books on Buddhism, incense, and, and, and,

My latest endeavor! A Japanese Shinto torii gate. It indicates the passage from the mundane to the sacred.

AFTER it was up, I had another inspiration. Torii gates in Kyoto are bright orange. I didn’t want that in this space. But in
homage I painted the very top! You can only see it from the hillside behind (where I added another bench). This being
an afterthought, I had to get on the tip-top of a folding ladder. I approached in samu, but was really nervous and shaky.
I got down, and sat. Back to the breath, got back up and found a rhythm. When I finished, I did another coat just for the
joy of it. Wow, we really can change our minds.

New entrance made from a huge pile of dirt and rocks. Chiseled “ZEN GARDEN.”

Peace.

PS: What’s funny is I’ve always HATED gardening, and have had a visceral negative reaction to getting my hands dirty.
I’ve worked through that, and now just laugh at myself when I emerge looking like “Pigpen.”
Anyone reading this is cordially invited. Let me know you’re coming and I’ll be your docent.
GPS Parkdale Ave Baltimore. It dead-ends at a park entrance. Walk in from there.
Craig Phillips, email: ticktockpoof@gmail.com phone: (570) 592-1511

